Route MAP to IMT Nagpur
How to Reach IMT, Nagpur Campus from Nagpur Railway Station
Option 1
You may hire a cab from railway station to IMT campus (Located on Katol Road, 35 KM from the railway
station). The Hire charges may be between Rs. 1,000 to 1,200 approx.
Option 2
You may choose to come to IMT campus by state transport bus.

Route map to board state transport bus from Nagpur railway station

1. From Nagpur Main Railway Station, you may proceed to Loha Pool as per the route map
provided in the above image (Approx. 800m, 10 Minutes by walk)
2. From Loha Pool, you can board the State Transport bus heading towards Katol.
3. You have to get the tickets upto IMT, Campus, if not, then Dorli, which is 1KM from the Campus.
You can come by walking from the Dorli to IMT Campus.
4. The distance from the Loha pool to IMT campus is about 35 KM and it will take 1hr to reach to
IMT Campus.

How to Reach IMT, Campus from Nagpur Airport
Option 1
You may hire a cab from airport to IMT campus (Located on Katol Road, 45 KM from the airport). The
hire charges may be between Rs. 1,200 to 1,500 approx.
Option 2
You may choose to come to IMT campus by state transport bus.
1. The main bus stand is at Ganeshpeth, which is 9 KM from the airport.
2. From Ganehspeth Bus Stand you can board the bus heading towards Katol.
3. You have to get the tickets upto IMT, Campus, if not, then Dorli, which is 1KM from the Campus. You
can come by walking from the Dorli to IMT Campus.
4. The distance from the Loha pool to IMT campus is about 35 KM and it will take 1hr to reach to IMT
Campus.

For further details, please visit IMT Nagpur’s website: http://imtnagpur.ac.in/contact-us.html

